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BATHYMETRY
SonarWiz Bathymetry contains all the tools you need to calibrate, edit 
and render your bathymetric data, including support for AUV surveys 
with post-process navigation and attitude injection tools. SonarWiz 
has special support for geophysical and exploratory surveying o�ering 
6 di�erent gridding algorithms, volumetric and di�erence calculators, 
grid interpolation, and vector contouring. Export data to more than 
20 supported GIS and CAD formats. 

IMAGE PROCESSING
SonarWiz processes the acoustic backscatter simultaneously with 
the bathymetric soundings. This means that you can switch between 
rendering bathymetry or acoustic backscatter on the �y in any of the 
editors or displays. SonarWiz utilizes statistical normalization algorithms 
on the imagery optimized for habitat classi�cation and mosaic 
generation. The algorithms are designed to work on any system 
including older uncalibrated sonars, interferometric sidescan systems, 
even damaged systems. Use the Seabed Characterization Tool 
to segment your survey before ground truthing.

VISUALIZATION
SonarWiz contains interactive 3D visualization tools where bathymetry 
and acoustic backscatter can be easily combined with sidescan and 
sub-bottom pro�le (SBP) data to make impressive visualizations of 
your survey area.

LICENSING
SonarWiz is modular and each component can be purchased separately, as 
an add-on, or as part of a Field or O�ce bundle. We o�er dongle and 
dongle-free licensing (DFL) options. DFL licenses eliminate the risk of lost or 
stolen dongles and can be transferred between any two internet-connected 
PCs in seconds. Network and Academic options are also available.

SUPPORTED INTERFACES
Edgetech 4600, 6205; Klein 5900; LiDAR; NORBIT; PingDSP 3DSS; R2Sonic 202x; 
RESON; SBES NMEA-0183; Velodyne

FILE FORMATS
$ISADA, $ISADS, 83P, ALL, D1P, FBT, HS2, HS2X, HSX, J7K, NWSF, R2S, RDF, RFF, 
S7K, SDF, SF, SL3, SWF8, SXI, XTF

Recommended PC  64bit, Win 10, DirectX11+, 8GB, SSD, USB port. 
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